INTRODUCTION
We consider the stationary Navier-Stokes équations: given a bounded domain î7ÇM To this boundary condition we have to add a condition on the tangential stresses, for instance n -a(U)P)ri = 0 on ÔQ, i = 2,... ,d.
( 1.4) Here, Re dénotes the Reynolds number, n, r^ the normal and tangential vectors on dfl and is the stress tensor with the déformation tensor. Boundary conditions (1.3, 1.4) play an important role in many physical situations, in particular for free boundary problems. We mention:
• coating flows, see for instance [11, 16] , • flow in semiconductor melts, see e.g. [10, 17] . In contrast to the Stokes and Navier-Stokes équations with Dirichlet boundary condition there seems to be rather few work concerned with numerical analysis of this problem with slip boundary condition. In [20] Verfürth proved error estimâtes for the discretization of (1.1-1.4) by the popular Taylor-Hood element and a polyhedral approximation fi^ of the domain Cl. Verfürth gave a non optimal error bound of ö{h x^2 ) in the H 1 and L 2 norm for the velocity and pressure respectively. In [21, 22] the same author proposed and analyzed a discretization where the slip boundary condition is enforced in a weak sense by Lagrange multipliers. Numerically, however, in most cases it is more convenient to use a discretization, where the slip boundary condition is incorporated in the ansatz space, see also [2] .
The present article therefore analyzes a discretization of this type for the Taylor-Hood element. We improve the result from [20] to the optimal error bound ö(h 3 / 2 ) for the velocity and the pressure in H 1 and L 2 norms respectively for a polyhedral approximation of fi.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 the finite element formulation and some notations are given. In particular, we introducé a homeomorphism Gh which maps the discrete domain fth onto ft. We prove optimal error estimâtes for the Stokes problem in Section 3. The key idea is to transform the discrete solution via Gh onto the original domain fl and to carry out the error analysis on il. We thereby avoid error terms which involve intégration over the discrete boundary dÛh-In Section 4 optimal error bounds are also obtained for the nonlinear Navier-Stokes équations in case of small Reynolds numbers. Section 5 concludes the article by presenting numerical results. Remark 1.1. After having fmished this paper we got to know about a related recent paper by Knobloch [12] . He considers the Stokes équations allowing both slip and no-slip boundary conditions. For a tetrahedral approximation of fi and finite element spaces (including the Taylor-Hood element) satisfying suitable assumptions he obtains optimal orders of convergence. Our technique however is different from his in that we use the transformation Gh in order to carry out the analysis on ft which simplifies the calculations considerably. A further différence is that we also treat the nonlinear problem and support our analysis by a numerical example.
FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION
In the following we assume for simplicity that fi has no axis of symmetry. This will be needed to insure ellipticity of our problem, see (2.3) below.
In order to dérive a variational formulation of (1.2-1.4) the momentum équation in (1.2) is multiplied by a function v G iî 1 (fi;R 3 ) and integrated by parts:
e Ja Ja Jda
where the last equality follows from (1.4). Now it is natural to introducé the following bilinear forms:
as well as the function spaces
The weak formulation of (1.2-1.4) then reads:
where (/,v) = f n fvdx dénotes the L 2 inner product. Note that a weak solution which is smooth is also a solution of (1.2-1.4). Both existence and uniqueness of a weak solution follow from Korn's inequality, see (3.4) below and the gênerai theory of saddle point problems, cf. [5, 9] . Regularity properties of (u,p) were studied for instance in [18] , in particular we have in such a way that all vertices on dÙh also lie on 9Q. Dénote by h(T) ~ diam(T) the diameter of T and by p(T) the radius of the largest bail inscribed T. We make the usual assumption of shape regularity, ie. for a family of triangulations (Th)h we assume that
For every T G Th there exists an invertible affine mapping
which maps the standard d-simplex T onto T. Besides the triangulation Th which will be used to define the discrete problem and to carry out the practical computations we also introducé an exact triangulation Th of ft.
The existence of such a triangulation together with the associated interpolation estimâtes is proved in [4, 13] . In essence, for every f e Th there is a mapping <&f G C 3 (f;R d ) such that Ff :~ Ff + <&f maps f onto a curved d-simplex TÇO and n= u
T -

Ter h
Furthermore, the mapping Gh which is locally defined by Fig. 1 ) is a homeomorphism between Çl h and fï. The construction in [4, 13] also implies that <frf -0 if T has at most one vertex on dÙh, so that G h = / on all simplices which are disjoint from dÙh-Finally, we have the estimâtes
and Let us turn to the définition of the finite element spaces which we shall use. We dénote by Mh the union of the set of all vertices of Th with the set of all midpoints of edges of <i=-simplices in Th-Then we define
that is we use the so called Taylor-Hood element and enforce the slip boundary condition pointwise in all boundary vertices and midpoints. Note that the normal n appearing in the définition of X h is the normal to the domain fi. Defining üh -Xh
. T, T and T at the boundary.
the discrete analogy of (2.2) reads: find (uh,Ph) such that
where ƒ := ƒ o GV It follows from [20] that (2.7) has a unique solution for ail 0 < h < ho with ho small enough.
Remark 2.1. Since the Babuska-Brezzi condition can be proved for the Taylor-Hood element without using an inverse estimate, see [15] , we do not assume quasi uniformity for the triangulation 7L Thus our analysis is valid also in the case of adaptively refined meshes.
Remark 2.2.
We have introduced ƒ above because we do not want to overburden the error analysis with the approximation of /^ ƒ • v^. This can be done with the help of a suitable quadrature rule under appropriate regularity assumptions on ƒ (cf. [7] : Chap. 4, Sect. 4.1). 
PROOF OF THE ERROR ESTIMATE
Combining this identity with (2.7) we obtain the following error relation for
Before we can apply well-known results on the approximation of saddle point problems we need suitable discrete analogies of the ellipticity condition and the Babuska-Brezzi condition.
The following lemma will be very helpful in the subséquent analysis. and the lemma is proved.
• Note that we made use of the inverse estimate only locally, hence we do not need a quasiuniformity assumption on the triangulation.
The above result should be compared to Lemma 3.1 in [20] where the author obtained the boundary estimate
which then led to the suboptimal error bound ö{h^). By employing the transformation G h we are able to improve this estimate and this will turn out to be crucial in the proof of the optimal convergence rate. The next lemma estimâtes the effect of the transformation on the bilinear forms.
Lemma 3.2. There exists h 2 > 0 such that for all 0 < h < h 2 and for all Vh, Wh G
(a) \a(v hi w h ) -a h (v h ,w h )\ < c
Proof Note first that Gh = I on all simplices which are disjoint from dQ,h-Then the first assertion can be proved in the same way as Lemma 8(ii) in [13] . In order to show (b) we first estimate J Q qn o G^1. Observing that J^ qh = 0 we get
in view of the transformation rule. From (2.6) and Hölder's inequality we obtain ). Applying this estimate to Vh and using Lemma 3.1 we arrive at which gives (a).
< c E h(f)f\q h \<C E h(f)i
(b) According to [20] the following condition is valid:
The assertion now follows from Lemma 3.2b if we observe that ll^llf/i^), H u fc||jïi(n h ) anc^ l|ç/ are equivalent norms for Vh<> qh respectively.
• Now we are in position to prove the main result of this paper.
Theorem 3.4. Let (u,p) be the solution of (1.2-1.4) and (uh^Ph) the solution of (2.2). Then there exists /i 4 > 0 such that for all 0 < h < h^W U-ÜHWHUU) -\-\\p-Ph\\LHQ) < ch*\\f\\ H i(Q)<
Proof. As we do not have {vh | Vh £ X h } c X we consider both spaces as subspaces of iJ 1 (17,M d Using the techniques in Section IL2 in [5] we conclude from the error relation (3.1, 3.5)
where
In the following we estimate the various terms occurring on the right hand side of (3.6).
To 
Prom the définition of ƒ and the fact that Gh = I on all simplices which are disjoint from dÙh we infer 
Jü h for all Vh. G X^ which implies
M s ,h <ch%\\f\\ H i {n) .
Employing Lemma 3.1 we get
JdQ
< ch
and therefore
Finally, it follows in the same way as above
Combining the above estimâtes and choosing h^ small enough the result follows. D
ERROR ESTIMÂTES FOR THE NONLINEAR PROBLEM
In this section we extend our error analysis to the Navier-Stokes problem (1.1, 1.3, 1.4) . The discrete problem now reads: find (uh 7 a h (u h ,v h ) + b h (v h ,p h ) + N h (u h ,u h ,v h 
Here, Xh, Mh, ah and bh are the same as in Section 2 while N h is defined by
It is well-known that (1.1,
with some constant c(fl) > 0 depending on the domain O. Furthermore,
In what follows we assume that (4.2) holds. We shall use a quantified version of Newton's method in order to dérive an error bound for the velocity. Let us now apply the above result to our situation. We set
h^X h) be the discrete Stokes operator which assigns to every g& G X f h the velocity Uh G iJ^Ö/^ffi^) of the unique solution
Here, {.,.) dénotes the duality between X' h and X h . We define the mapping 
Since (u,p) is a solution of (1.1, 1.3, 1.4) we also have
Just as in the proof for the linear case we may now deduce an error relation for u~Wh'
From Lemma 4.3 below for the case w = uoGh we infer 2) is equivalent to working on Xh and projecting after each matrix times vector opération. Note that the projection P is a simple and numerically cheap opération. A similar considération also holds in the case when the matrix corresponding to Ah is preconditioned by e.g. a multilevel procedure.
Since it is difficult to find a nontrivial explicit solution to (1.1, 1.3-1.4) we consider an example which is not entirely covered by our error analysis but in which the setting is even more complicated. p(x;y,z) = solves (1.1) and (1.3). Instead of (1.4) we have nontrivial tangential stresses. The above solution is similar to Hill's spherical vortex, see for instance [3] . Note also that in view of the symmetry of £1 u is only unique up to a rigid body rotation. We discretize Q. by choosing a macro-triangulation and then refine this coarse grid by the bisection method introduced in [1] . The normal n(Gh(p)) is given by n(Gh(p)) -p/\p\- Table 1 shows the resulting errors and expérimental orders of convergence (EOC) for successive refinements of the macro triangulation. "Level" dénotes the number of refinement steps. Note that 3 refinement steps of the bisection method yield a triangulation with halved grid size. Figure 2 shows the solution for refinement level 4x3.
